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T HE ENVIRONMENT of the Eastern Arctic "bar
rens" is one where the complete absence of fire might be expected. 
The terrain is that of a vast low plain, windswept and treeless, 
where surface modifications by wind and water, by frost and solifluc
tion seem to have changed little the character of the landscape since 
the withdrawal of the last continental ice sheet. Here in the low 
arctic tundra the ground is permanently frozen throughout the long 
winter, and even during the short, cool two-month summer only 
the top few feet of soil is thawed. Lakes abound and the impression 
of a predominantly wet landscape is pronounced. Nevenheless, fires 
do occur, contributing to the complexity of the tundra ecology. 

RANKIN INLET REGION 

In the vicinity of Rankin Inlet on the northwest shore of Hudson 
Bay (Fig. 1), relief is little more than 100 feet. The monotony of 
the plain is broken by low glacially-scoured, plucked and polished 
hills and ridges of hard crystalline rocks, by narrow depositional 
morainic ridges, by drumlins and drumlinoid ridges, and by occa
sional sinuous eskers that meander through the swampy, lake-dotted 
lowlands. Wave-cut benches and sandy or stony strand lines mark 
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FIG, 1. Location map Rankin Inlet Region, Keewatin, North West Territories, 
Canada. 
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former lakes and past eustatic sea level changes. On the lowlands, 
till plain convexities alternate irregularly with peaty depressions. 
Patterned ground is common: turf hummocks and garlands, stone 
stripes and barriers, sorted and unsorted polygons, mud "boils," 
solifluction lobes, ice-thrust and frost-heaved embankments are pres
ent on plains and slopes (Fig. 2). 

Everywhere in this part of the Eastern Arctic water is a prominent 
feature of the landscape. Lakes, ponds and streams abound. Perma
frost is less than 1 foot below the surface in most places, or occa
sionally 2 to 3 feet deep on coarse sandy-gravelly ridges, preventing 
internal drainage. Furthermore, deep snow beds accumulate on the 
lee sides of hills and ridges, persisting throughout the summer and 
supplying continuous seepage locally (Fig. 2). As a consequence the 
ground remains saturated or very moist during the summer and only 
on the ridge crests and upper slopes, where water can escape later
ally, does the surface layer of soil dry out. 

Normally there is only about a 6-week growing season during 
which plants must initiate growth, flower and set seed. Frosts can 
occur at any time and the mean temperature of the 'warmest month 
is below 50°F. Despite the long hours of sunshine, cloudiness is pro-' 
nounced, reducing insolation. Frequent strong winds sweep across 
the open tundra from Hudson Bay and contribute to the low 
sensible temperatures. Annual incremental growth of lichens and 
higher plants is very small. 

TUNDRA VEGETATION 

Arctic plant species grow low to the ground, often in prostrate 
forms. Many are xeromorphic, frequently with small leaves. The 
tallest plants are shrubby willows (Salix spp.) which occur in depres
sions and other favourable habitats. Such areas are usually protected 
by winter snow and are often subject to continuous seepage from 
adjacent ponds or snow beds. 

Although the vegetation carpet appears at first glance to be much 
the same in all places, correlations between structural types and 
landform facets as well as between individual plant species and 
microhabitat are evident on closer examination. Zonations are ap-
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FIG. 2. Tundra landforms and vegetation. Black lichen vegetation on esker crest 
(foreground) above bouldery solifluction slope, which drops abruptly to patterned, 
lake-dotted lowlands. Note frost fissure polygons, dark Arctic bell heather and 
lighter sedge communities, and the numerous ice drifts and drumlin in background. 

parent over such microtopographical features as frost fissures, the 
sides of rock knobs, and mounds of turf and peat. 

The broad pattern of vegetation in the Rankin Inlet region is as 
follows:-Appressed mat communities of lichens, especially Alectoria 
nigricans (Ach.) Nyl., often associated with heath dwarf shrubs are 
found on the exposed crests and upper dry slopes of drumlins, eskers 
and ridges (Figs. 2 and 3). Peaty or turf-forming communities, com-
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FIG. 3. Tundra vegetation patterns. Black lichen on esker crest, mixed lichen-heath 
beyond in minor depression and yellow lichen lower down slope. Mountain avens 
(Dryas integrifolia) turf-forming communities clothe intermediate slopes (middle 
distance) and various sedge communities occur on the lower slopes and on the 
plain. Darker Arctic bell heather is prominent on wet seepage areas. Note the lakes, 
ice drifts, and low glaciated skyline. 

monly dominated by the nearly ubiquitous mountain avens (Dryas 
integrifolia) * along with heaths and mosses-and sometimes the yel
low lichen Cetraria nivalis (L.) Ach.-occur on the intermediate 
moist slopes where solifluction is evident. Intricate patterned hum
mock-sedge communities occur on gentle seepage slopes (Fig. 4) and 
unpatterned sedge and cotton-grass meadows are found on contin
uously wet flat lowlands. Arctic ,,'hite heather (Cassiope tetragona) 
characterizes late snow patches on lower slopes. Small localized but 
distinct communities of rye grass (Elymus arenarius spp. mollis) , 
along with numerous herbs, occur on the mounds of the ground
squirrel (Citellus parry i). A summary description of the 15 major 

• Nomenclature of higher plants follows A. E. Porsild, Illustrated Flora of the 
Canadian Archipelago. National Museum of Canada Bull. 146. 1964. 
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FIG. 4. Peaty irregular polygons of sedge hummocks and wet peaty depressions 
cover extensive areas on gentle seepage slopes. Steeper drumlin slopes with 
turf-forming vegetation rise beyond the Carex sedge hummocks and bog garlands. 

types of vegetation, indicating some of the vegetation-environment 
relationships is given in Table 1. 

FIRE IN THE TUNDRA 

The prereqUIsItes for fire-combustible fuel, air dryness, and a 
source of ignition-seem unlikely to occur together in the arctic 
tundra. The low and rather sparse ground vegetation, and the prev
alence of moisture, are not conducive to burning. Nevertheless fire 

. can and does occur in this area and probably throughout the tundra. 
Field studies over an area of approximately 30 square miles in the 

vicinity of Rankin Inlet (Fig. 1) during the summer of 1968 dis
closed several recent bums. One on the i\1eliadine esker (Figs. 1 and 
5) occurred in late June of 1968. A second, the Hierochloe Hill fire 
(Figs. 1 and 6) was apparently ignited in the late summer of 1967. 
Suspected perimeters of older fires were also encountered, but it was 
not possible to date them. Although the recent fires were reported to 
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TABLE 1 

VEGETATION TYPES AND LANDSCAPE RELATIONSHIPS 

NEAR RANKIN INLET, N.W.T. 

Veget;:ttion Unit 

Alectoria-Empetrum 

Alectoria-Heaths 

Alectoria-Cetraria 
-Heaths 

Carex-Dryas-Heaths 

Cetraria-Heaths 

Cetraria-Cassiope 

Cassiope-Dryas 

Dryas-Heaths 

Dryas-Heaths 

Dryas-Sedge 

Sedge-Dryas 

Dryas-Moss-Sedge 

Sedge-Moss 

Sedge-Grass 

Rock outcrop 

Topographic Position 
and Form 

Ridge tops, crests 

Ridges and lowland 
convexities 

Upper slopes 

Steep south- and west-
facing slopes 

Upper and mid slopes 

Mid slopes 

Late snow areas on lower 
concave slopes 

Stony earth mounds on 
ridges and on gentle 
convexities 

Solifluction surfaces on 
steep till slopes 

Turf-banked mud circles 
on flats and stepped 
slopes 

Small tussocks on mid-
slope seepages 

Large tussocks in nets on 
lower slope seepages 

Turf ridges and strings on 
gentle lowland slopes 

Level lowlands 

Mostly convex forms 

Material 

Sand 

Stony loam till 

Sand 

Sand 

Sand and loam till 

Sandy and stony till 

Stony loam till 

Stony loam till 

Stony loam till 

Silty stony till 

Sandy and stony till 

Sandy and stony till 

Sandy and stony till 

Sandy and stony till 

Crystalline rock 

Moisture 
Regime 

Dry 

Dry to Moist 

Dry to Moist 

Dry 

Moist 

Moist 

Moist to Wet 

Moist 

Moist to Wet 

Moist to Wet 

Moist to Wet 

Wet 

Wet 

Wet 

Dry with wet 
pockets 
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FIG. 5. Meliadine esker fire area, burned 24 June 1968. 

have resulted from accidents due to camp fires, there is the possibility 
that lightning may play some role. Fires caused by lightning strikes 
at Aberdeen Lake (64 0 24'N lat. 99°\V long.) were noted on June 
19th, 1960 by A. H. NIcPherson, Canadian Wildlife Service, whose 
diary entry reads as follows: - . 
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"During the afternoon some enormous thunder clouds built up, 
and lightning flashed and thunder rolled for about four hours. 
Two fires started on the tinder-dry ground, about twenty miles 
to the north east. Enormous clouds of smoke. One was extin
guished after about two hours by a providential cloud-burst; the 
other burnt on until nightfall. iVlagnificent red sunset above a 
pall of smoke hanging low over the entire area." 
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f?i .Fired Area 

... Lake 

FIG. 6. Hierochloe Hill fire area, burned late summer, 1967. 

Investigations indicated that tundra fires in the Rankin Inlet region 
are not confined to anyone topographic site. Burn scars were found 
on a variety of slopes and surface materials, although there was no 
evidence of occurrences on moist sedge lowlands where surface water 
is usually present throughout the summer. The 1968 Meliadine fire 
extended over about 160 acres of gentle slopes and terracettes on 
the broad crest and sides of an extensive esker (Fig. 5). The 1967 
Hierochloe Hill fire covered a much larger area, extending from 
lake margins and wet sedge hummocks up gentle slopes and along 
the crest of a long rock-outcrop ridge, then down the other flank 
to wet sedge lake margins and exposed rock (Fig. 6). The site of 
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FIG. 7. Meliadine esker burn. Irregular burn patterns in mixed lichen-heath vege
tation. Areas of yellow lichen have not burned and heaths are lightly scorched. 
Dark circles show where ground birch (Betula glandulosa) plants have burned 
completely. 

what appeared to be an older bum was on the lower sandy slopes of 
the Nleliadine esker (Fig. 5). 

While fire can occur on a variety of topographic sites, its pattern
ing over the landscape appears to be controlled by the vegetation 
itself. The combustibility and quantity of tundra vegetation fuel 
is variable, and only lichen mats, low heaths and mixed lichen-heath 
communities appear capable of propagating continuous fire (Fig. 7). 
These communities are normally present on relatively exposed sites 
where (a) winds are strong, (b) the soils are well drained, (c) the 
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greatest depth of thaw abDve the permafrost level occurs. The most 
likely fire weather is in the IDng days of summer when evaporation 
has depleted moisture from the top few inches of soil on ridge crests 
and slopes. Providing that there is a suitable accumulation Df fuel, 
winds to carry the fire, and of course ignition either by travellers 
or by lightning strikes, fires can then occur. 

TUNDRA VEGETATION AND FIRE 

Dry wiry mats Df the black lichen (Alectoria), varying from less 
than one half an inch tOo three inches in thickness (foreground Figs. 
2 and 3) are highly combustible. This lichen community is the most 
hardy in the study area; it is apparently xerophytic and wind re
sistant, occurring on the driest, mast exposed habitats such as bouldery 
ridge crests, stony slopes, upper sandy slopes, and on the rises of old 
wave-cut terraces. During winter, such sites are commonly swept 
free Df protective snow cover. 

Where fire has passed through Alectoria communities, a distinctive 
burn pattern results (Fig. 8). The lichen is completely consumed, 
exposing bare earth. On the areas examined, arctic holy grass 
(Hierochloe alpina) formed an open cover, pioneering the first stage 
of succession. 

Mixed lichen communities (Fig. 3) form ecotonal communities 
between the hardy black lichen mat vegetation Dn the most exposed 
sites and the yellDw foliose Cetraria communities on less exposed 
places. Such cDmmunities, especially those with the yellDw lichen 
prominent, burn less readily and less evenly than the Alectoria. 

Variable mixed lichen-dwarf heath communities, representing a 
cDntinuum from dominately lichen to dominately ericaceous dwarf 
heaths, parallel the environmental gradient of decreasing exposure 
and increasing soil depth. Labrador tea (Ledum decumbens), Lapland 
rose bay (Rhododendron lapponicum), alpine bearberry (Arctosta
phy los alpina), bilberry (V accinizmz uliginosum var. alpinum) and 
mDuntain cranberry (V. vitis-idaea var. minus) are conspicuous in 
the more protected areas. In depressions moss alsD increases in im
portance, forming a layer several inches deep beneath the heaths. 

Burning is usually very irregular in the mixed lichen-heath-moss 
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communities. The Cetraria burns much less readily than the Alectoria 
and its associated lichens. Mosses burn shallowly or deeply, depend
ing on site moistness. Because decay is slow, dwarf heath plants grad
ually accumulate substantial quantities of litter beneath them as 
potential fuel. Also; the resinous leaves and twigs of Labrador tea and 
ground birch burn fiercely, leaving blackened circles on the ground 
that stand out conspicuously among the less severely burned Cetraria, 
alpine bearberry, bilberry and mountain cranberry (Fig. 7). 

In the Hierochloe Hill burn which occurred late in the summer, 
deep but irregular consumption of the moss peat (chiefly Dicranum 
elongatum Schleich.) was widespread. Where fire passed through a 
relatively dense cover of Labrador tea, the accumulated fuel resulted 
in a fire hQt enough to remove an average of 3 to 4 inches of moss 

FIG. 8. Hierochloe Hill bum. Before the fire, black lichen, found on the more 
exposed slopes and ridges, alternated with heaths in peaty minor dep.ressions. Band
ing is still obvious after firing between former lichen area now partly colonized 
by holy grass (Hierochloe alpina) and the dark burned peat still bare of vege
tation a year after burning. 
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and peat while completely killing the heath (Fig. 9). Elsewhere 
burning was shallower, although in the vicinity of some large rock 
outcrops up to 12 inches of peat was destroyed. In comparison, the 
Meliadine esker fire which occurred earlier in the season did not 
bum as deeply into the organic mat. 

No evidence was found of fire progressing into the tightly packed, 
turf-forming mountain avens communities. Similarly, the irregular 
pattern of turf banks on solifluction slopes prevented burning. Despite 
the flammability of arctic white heather, its moist-depression habitat 
flanking snow-patch seepages also stopped the passage of fire. 

Field observations suggest that the fires moved downwind easily 
but back fires were stopped by minor obstacles. Low embankments, 
frost fissures, rock outcrops and even gaps in the vegetation cover 
(Fig. 9) provided effective barriers to the advance of fire in an up
wind direction. 

FIG. 9. Hierochloe Hill burn. Fire boundary in mixed lichen-heath burned area 
(left) and unburned (right). Burned and unburned Labrador tea dwarf heath 
under tape. Fire has removed the protective mat of lichens, heaths and peat moss 
exposing numerous underlying rocks. 
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SUMMARY 

Fires do occur in the Canadian tundra and their traces were ob
served on a variety of topographic sites. They burn readily down
wind but are easily halted by physical obstacles in an upwind direc
tIon. 

Burning is selective, reflecting fuel differences in the vegetation 
and habitat moistness. Alectoria lichen communities burn readily and 
evenly. Cetraria lichen communities burn less easily, while mixed 
lichen-and-heath communities burn irregularly according to type and 
quantity of fuel. Apparently Labrador tea and ground birch are 
particularly flammable and burn fiercely. 

Growth and regeneration of lichens and heaths following fire 
seems to be slow. Arctic holy grass is an important early colonizer 
of dry, sandy and stony burned areas. Its dominance in a locality, 
especially if banded alternately with sparsely vegetated moss-peat 
areas, strongly suggests earlier fire influences. 
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